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The Osler Library of the History of Medicine provides McGill students with the unique 

opportunity to use a world renowned tool for research in the social studies of medicine. We are 

incredibly lucky to have access to such a major resource center for scholarship in medical history, 

one that I came to know and deeply appreciate throughout the process of writing my Osler Essay 

Contest submission. Through the help of the librarians as well as my mentor, Dr. David Wright, I 

was able not only to improve my ability to search relevant primary and secondary historical 

documents, but also to better develop my research question and think critically about the 

information that I gathered. Without the ability to skim through, analyze, and engage in the texts 

that I appraised firsthand, my experience with the Osler Essay contest would have felt much less 

rewarding. 

My interest in the history of medicine was sparked through taking related courses during 

my undergraduate degree before beginning my medical studies this year at McGill, although I had 

not previously undertaken such extensive research in this field. The opportunity to use such a 

comprehensive resource for this paper provided an incredible learning experience to develop my 

research skills. I came to extensively use the archive, print, and digital collections of the Osler 

Library resources in addressing my topic and developing my thesis.  While online databases do 

indeed provide a wide-ranging supply of academic scholarship, I found that the opportunity to 

physically sift through dozens of books and texts allowed for proper reflection and consideration 

of the information that I was gathering. Through the process of finding, reading, and returning 

texts that were relevant to my research topic, I found myself able to better appreciate the 

responsibilities of academia. Indeed, while nearly any student is able to scroll through online 

databases, it takes perseverance and dedication to comprehensively explore a research topic and 

thoroughly analyze the texts that may be relevant. The Osler Library provided me not only with 

an abundant collection of texts to appraise throughout my writing, but also with this full 

appreciation of the work that I underwent. 

While I did indeed learn a significant amount of information on my research topic during 

this process, the Osler Essay Contest left me with an array of new questions and interests that I 



hope to one day pursue in future research projects. It may be easy to find the vast amount of 

unexplored topics in the history of medicine daunting, however, this experience allowed me to 

better understand the process of tackling broad, difficult, and under-explored fields.  As a result, I 

feel more confident in my abilities to translate my own interests and curiosities into tangible 

academic scholarship. This critical thinking is an aptitude that I believe can be applied beyond the 

academic environment and perhaps even to my career as a physician—observing, considering, and 

critically appraising all sources of information in order to develop an educated and supported point 

of view. Indeed, I believe that the research skills used in the social studies of medicine can be 

directly applied to clinical work in a more nuanced way than simply appreciating the history behind 

modern practices. 

Reflecting on this experience, I feel very grateful to have had the opportunity to research 

under the supervision of Dr. David Wright, an established historian and thoughtful mentor. My 

research topic is one that I am incredibly interested in, and I am proud of the product that resulted 

from my hard work. While I was able to better appreciate my research experience through the use 

of the Osler library resources, my mentor also helped me to fully understand the scope and 

applicability of my topic. I hope to continue developing my knowledge in the field of immigration 

policy and particularly cases of medical inadmissibility, and may perhaps even apply this 

understanding in the future should I pursue work in policy or government after my medical studies. 

Immigrant health policy is an increasingly more important field in modern Canadian society, and 

I hope that my essay may be seen as a contribution to this complex discussion. 
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